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I want (to be on) my MN
Mike Osegueda

DAILY STAFF EDITOR

Path skipped both of
Nick
his English classes
Monday. He also
skipped out on his job as well.
He had something else he
wanted to do be an MTV
video jocke.
Just don’t tell his professor
or boss, though.
Path, a junior majoring in
English at San Jose State
University, was one of 1,000
contestants who converged
upon San Francisco’s Fort
Mason Center for their chance
at stardom at MTV’s Wanna Be
A VJ 3.
"I just heard about it and
wanted to check it out," Path
said. "It’s just an experience."
The experience if it’s a
winning one is something
that can turn the life of a normal person upside down. Just
ask last year’s winner and
current MTV VJ Thalia.
In the transformation from
wannabe to MTV personality,
Thalia outlasted the same competition, but said she misses
the fighting for her VJ role.
"I’m actually very jealous I
can’t be doing it again," Thalia
said. "This part was the most
fun."
The "fun" started slightly
before 7 a.m., when a line of
would-be contestants left their
positions outside lined up in
clusters along a stone wall the
length of a football field and
entered the world of MTV.
Contestants had to fulfill
requirements in order to participate. First, they had to show
their proof of age a driver’s
license or other identification
proof of work eligibility, then
an original birth certificate or
social security card.
Victoria Conner, a contest
coordinator for MTV, said some
people were confused about the
requirements, even though
MTV had made the information available through their
Web site and on a hotline.
"Some people aren’t prepared," Conner said. "But for
the most part, everyone is
doing well."

Far left, Tony Chargois tries
out to be a MTV VJ at the 3rd
Annual VJ Search Monday at
the Fort Mason Center in San
Francisco. Chargois, a SJSU
student, waited more than six
hours for a stab at becoming the
next MTV VJ. Above, Nick
Path, an English major at
SJSU, gets makeup put on by
Billie Chaston. Left, Chargois
waits in line.
Sebastian
Not everyone tit this profile,
however. Jason Murry, a standup comic who said he has previously appeared on BET’s
"Comic View," showed up to
MTV’s tryout only to be turned
away for not having the proper
identification. Murry. who said
he thought he had what MTV
was looking for, was distraught
in the parking lot after not
being able to compete.
"They need to be more informative," Murry said. "Not
everyone carries their social
security card around."
While some people, such as
Murry, were disappointed at
their attempts, others were
thrilled just to get the opportunity to strap the red wristband
around their arm, marking
them a contestant.
As MTV employees walk).(1
down the line with counters I
hand at 7:20 a.m., a group ol

WilbIlann /
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V.1 for a day
Mike Osegueda
DAILY STAFF MUIR

I’m not going to lie, I don’t
want to be an MTV VJ.
But like 1,000 other people
between the ages of 18 and 28, I
made the trek to MTV’s San
Francisco mini-headquarters at
the Fort Mason Center in search
of a little fame. Not because I
yearned to have my face plastered on the television screen or
I wanted to become a teen heartthrob, it was really because I
had a story to write.
A lot came with my mission
to write a story, but none of it
made me want to be a VJ.
When I woke up at 4 a.m, to
travel to San Francisco, I didn’t
want to be a VJ.
When I looked at the flocks of
people who came from places

See Vf, page 6
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Courtyard chairs installed in attempt to add flair
Donna Carmichael
DAILY SENElli s1.451. tintiFk

A pleasant surprise awaited students returning to
campus from Spring Break.
All the old, rusty -whit() tables and chairs
chained to the courtyard between the back of the
Student Union and the Associated Students Print
Shop were replaced.
James Eitel, an RTVF major, said a lot more students are taking their food out to the courtyard since
the new outdoor furniture was installed.
Freshman Rachel Greathouse said the new tables
reminded her of
and chairs in Spartan blue
McDonalds.
"But it’s not like you have to put your coat down

ie rc; illy clean, not
first before s it t lug. At least 1
dirty and rusty like the old
Cathy Busalacchi, executis . dire, t,,r of the
Student Union Inc., said the old rusty seats had been
around a long time.
"They’ve been here as long as I can remember. I
think they may have been the originals that were
put in when the Student Union was built in 1969,"
Busalacchi said.
Now students and other people can sit a spell on
or about 182 seats worth of
100 new units
upscale. patio-style seating. including faux marble
tables for four, tables for two and other units specially designed for the disabled with wheelchair
accessibility, plus 16 park-style benches.
Katie Wood, a graphic design senior, said she

"They’ve been here as long as I can remember. I think they
may have been the originals that were put in when the
Student Union was built in 1969."
Cathy Busalacchi
executive director, Student Union Inc.
doesn’t find the new outdoor furniture aesthetically
pleasing.
"The Spartan blue is a little crazy. But they are
comfortable," Wood said.
The faux marble tables, made of heavy-duty

acrylic, are cafe-style and modular with coated-steel
frame chairs attached to the tabletops.
All the seating is mounted into the cemented
See

Chairs,
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Filipino life, history photos displayed in Engineering building
Erik Anderson

DAILY STAFF WRITER

They are a collection of 50 black
and white photos with families
and friends in poses so familiar
they appear almost stilted.
Yet, as one observer remarked,
"they are so alive."
Expressing Filipino life during
the 1940s and 1950s from weddings to funerals the pictures
reveal not only the intermixing of
ages, but the races as well.
The older "manong" generation
mingled with the younger baby
boomers, while bachelor Filipino
men, forbidden to marry White
women and lacking Filipino
women who had not yet migrated to the United States turned
to women of color for marriage,
often women of Mexican descent
as well African Americans.
"Through My Father’s Eyes," a

photographic history of the
Filipino community in post-war
San Francisco, held its opening
reception from 2 to 5 p.m.
Saturday in the Engineering
building to tears and warm appreciation.
The pictures depict a wide
array of communions, picnics,
dances and farm life that allow a
living glimpse into the Filipino
community.
Room for pictures of a rooster or
two used in cockfighting is
made as well.
The pictures, available for viewing through June 2 at San Jose
State University taken by San
Ricardo
resident
Francisco
Alvarado is planned to go to the
Smithsonian Institute’s National
Museum of American History
Photo Documentary galley in
Washington, D.C. in the Spring of

2002.
An adjunct exhibit is at the
Center
Multicultural
SJSU
(MOSAIC), as well.
"This is really what makes me
who I am)," said a teary-eyed
Cheryl Platon, about the life
depicted in the pictures.
Vice-president of the SJSU
Filipino student group Akbayan
which nouns "embracing friendship," in the Filipino language,
Vinton is also member
Tagalog
of the Filipino Youth Coalition.
"It’s not commonplace to see
tour culture) really portrayed," she
said.
An overflowing crowd of more
than 70 students, faculty and others filled the foyer outside the
Engineering lecture hall and in
the adjacent hallway featuring

See

Photos, back page

Ailen Sowyer,
a student from
San Francisco
State
University,
studies "Man
with Child on
Migrant Farm."
while Manny
Dizon looks at
other photographs taken
by Ricardo 0.
Alvarado.
Man Matsumoto /
.Spartan Daily
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A timeout
to thank 113
SJSU athletes
Athletes, your side and our side don’t always
get along. We call you greedy. You call us
nosy. We say you did something wrong. You
say you don’t want to talk to us anymore.
However, we don’t hate you, and we hope you
don’t hate us.
Here’s the truth: One bad apple doesn’t ruin
the bunch.
It may sound cliche, but it’s true.
It’s time for us to tip our caps to those good
apples at San Jose State University.
Your bunch was bulky 113 of you were recognized Thursday at the 13th Annual ScholarAthlete Breakfast for your efforts in the classroom, not just in the athletic arena.
The group of you that was honored nearly
exemplify what
one-third SJSU of athletes
being a student athlete is all about.
It may appear at times that some student athletes want to neglect the first part of that phrase,
but we know at least 113 of you recognize each
aspect of the title.
Not only do you work day-in and day-out in
practice, pouring out your sweat and your heart to
make your teams better and bring prestige to the
Spartan name, but you work just as hard in the
classroom to maintain your grades and further
your education.
You endure the rigorous training that goes into
competing at the Division I level and you endure
lectures, papers and homework assignments, just
as the non-athletes do.
We know not all of you live up to the stereotypes people are quick to brand you with.
You’re not all violent, greedy troublemakers.
Like the general population of human beings,
athletes have their rotten apples as well.
However, the 113 of you are not the rotten
ones. We know that.
If you feel you get grouped into the wrong category when one of your fellow athletes do something wrong, we’re sorry.
But, right now is when we want put all of that
aside and call a timeout.
A timeout to point out those who focus on the
positive rather than the negative.
A timeout to praise you, not for your athleticism, but for your dedication.
And, a timeout to applaud you.
You deserve it.

do you do when you find
What
out the past four years of your
life have become worthless in
a 20-minute span?
What do you do when you find out
it’s all Leonardo DiCaprio’s fault?
For four years, I have been on the
staffs of both the Spartan Daily and my
junior college newspaper, the Inquirer,
in hopes of obtaining my degree and
finding a job at a newspaper.
No longer considered by the public to
be a noble profession, I still find journalism to be the cornerstone of
American democracy.
Journalists are given the honor of
protecting the public’s best interest.
They are guardians of information and
the fourth check and balance of our
government.
We make sure the little guy isn’t
stepped on by the steamroller of big
business and government.
It’s something I take seriously.
That’s why, when I heard DiCaprio
had interviewed the President of the
United States about the environment, I
wept.
Although it’s a television interview
print journalists consider broadcast
journalists to be lower on the totem
pole Leo’s attempt to be a journalist
sickens me.
Leo interviewing Bubba about the
environment ... can I slit my wrists
now?
All my hard work, all my dreams
shot to hell because a third-rate movie
star wants to play journalist.
’OM CEO IS A dErfius HE Ldp OFF
moos,* siozoo-mirm EMPLOYEES A
INtREASE0 HIS SALARY ANOTNERIOM11.1.AP
ON"

LETTERS
Protest focus was ’the Purdue Six’
Purdue University students who have been
on hunger strike since May 27, 1999. They
are on hunger strike because the president
of their university will not adopt policies
that would improve the workers’ conditions
in the factories where the school’s apparel is
made.
We wanted to bring attention to "the
Purdue Six" and their cause, yet unfortunately, we seemed to only get an anti-sweatshop message across.
Michael Powers
"The guy who taped people to trees"
sophomore
psychology

Babies need support of Christians
Court ruled that the ikus was not
The
a "person" with constitutional right.
The modern science of fetology makes
it undeniably evident that human life began
at conception.
The pro-abortionists say, "That is my
body, this is my right." We have "Save the
whales," and "Save the spotted owls," but
never a sign saying, "Save the babies."
Seventy-five percent of women say they
have abortions because it "interferes" with
their career. You don’t murder somebody just
because he or she "interferes" with your
career.
One-and-a -half million abortions a year

University

Journalist DiCaprio taints entire profession

EDITORIAL

There was an error in the April 10
"Silent protest gave students purpose,
life" editorial. In the Spartan Daily, it
said that our, The Cause’s, protest on the
Tower Lawn was on Thursday, when in fact
it was on Wednesday.
Many people have some misconceptions
about the protest. A few people thought we
were protesting a removal of the trees
because we had two people taped to them.
The majority of people who understood
that it was about sweatshops, by reading the
signs or the Spartan Daily, still do not
understand one of the main reasons we had
the protest. Not only was the protest about
sweatshops, but it also was about the six

State

are performed in the United States alone.
It’s estimated that one of every four pregnancies end in abortion. What a horrible
slaughter. That’s where it seems to me that
Christian protesters are being a little hypocritical because it doesn’t seem that they’re
offering real genuine help, such as financial
help, babycare or adoption. A lot of women
want to have the baby.
The Christians need to put their money
where their mouth is. They need to put out
more money to help the girls. Save the
babies.
Ted Rudow III
credential student
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What makes it worse is ABC helped
set the meeting up a move heavily
criticized by ABC employees and other
media members.
Being a journalist is not about sitting down to "ask the prez a couple of
questions."
It’s about objectivity, not hobnobbing
with Bill Clinton.
It’s about professional ethics and
standards, not abuse of power.
It’s about serving the public, not selfmotivated acts.
DiCaprio championing the environment is about as credible as Joseph
Hazelwood, former skipper of the
Exxon Valdez.
DiCaprio’s latest flop, "The Beach,"
was so environmentally unfriendly it
was not shown in Thailand where it
was filmed because the crew trashed
the location and did not repair the site.

With the O.J. Simpson trial, Monica
Lewinsky and Zippergate and all the
tabloid "news" shows on TV, the line
between real journalism and sensationalistic entertainment news has been
blurred.
What DiCaprio did in 20 minutes
erased more than 200 years of public
faith and trust.
And just when I thought it couldn’t
get any worse, I saw a piece on that
bastion of journalistic excellence,
"Entertainment Tonight," which reported Darya Conger would like to pursue a
career in broadcast journalism.
, I think the only person with less
credibility than DiCaprio would be
Conger.
You remember Conger, the harlot
who sold women out like a female
Judas on "Who Wants to Marry a
Multimillionaire?"
"This is Darya Conger, live at the
scene. Now back to you in the studio."
Great.
That’s not just scraping the bottom
of the barrel, it’s scraping under the
barrel.
Actually, I’d like to see Conger try to
interview Gloria Steinhem.
Conger: "Gloria, how far do you
think women have come in the 30 years
of the feminist movement?"
Steinhem: "Well, women have made
strides in equal pay, reproductive freedom and dealing with harassment situations in the workplace. Then you came
along and whored yourself out to the
highest bidder."
Conger: "But Gloria, I. I ..."

Every now and then, I remember an
8-year-old boy who came up to me
with tears running down his
sweat-drenched face.
He just helped his team win a soccer
game, and he had the most heart on his
team.
He was crying because he couldn’t go
to the team’s end-of-the-year party. His
parents had to prepare for their own
party, and they didn’t have time to shuttle him back and forth.
Between sobs, he said, "Coach, thank
you for coaching us this season."
I quickly looked at his parents and
told them I would drive him home after
the party.
That one day was the perfect end to
my soccer coaching career as I know it.
Damn.
This was supposed to be an easy week
for me.
I had a keen eye on campus reaction,
and was ready to poke fun at the individuals who wanted the Student Union
to be named after Cesar Chavez.
Much to the dismay of certain editors,
I am not going to write about how I feel
the cultural wealth should be spread if
we are going to break tradition in naming buildings after actual San Jose State
University alumni.
I was going to bring up how we could
name the Park and Ride buses "The Rosa
Parks Park and Ride Buses," or have
"The Mother Teresa Nutrition Classes
Building," but conscience can hamper
the best ideas, as it did with me on
Sunday.
I was all ready to infuriate the minorities whose sense of self-worth is to have
"their own" people in power or buildings
with the same type of last names as
theirs, but no, I had to watch "The NBA
on NBC."
I couldn’t help it.
It was the only thing on, after watching "Star Wars: Episode One," for the
fifth time.
After watching a story on how Miami
Heat center Alonzo Mourning was raised
by a woman named Fannie, who adopted
49 children, I was brought back to the
days when I used to coach soccer to kids.
It all started when my little sister was
6 years old. She stood up in her own endof-the-year soccer party and said she
learned everything about soccer by
watching me play.
I wasn’t there that day, but once my
mother told me, memories of my little
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Mentoring leaves large, lasting legacy

sister being at every one of my soccer
games since she was five months old
came rushing back.
I coached her team the next season.
Coaching my sister made her one of
my best friends. That is hard to say for a
brother and sister. Especially when that
sister has an older sister to idolize.
Not only did I make a difference to my
little sister who is now in high school
with dreams of being on the national
team
but I made a difference to 15
other girls, and I would later make that
same difference to 16 boys.
Now that I am in a crossroads in my
life, with graduation coming up while
trying to find a job, I hope I never forget
the days I used to coach and how rewarding it was.
If I could live off of coaching young
kids a sport that meant so much to me, I
would.
But sadly, we live in a world that values individual monetary success and
puts humanitarian efforts on the back
burner.
With this emphasis, I have nothing to
worry about.
lam a jackass.
And everyone knows jackasses are
successful.
There is one small problem that
impedes my efforts in this endeavor.
His name is Daniel.
You guessed it, he was the kid who
came up to me crying.
After driving him to the party, I was
hounded by parents saying how great it
is to have such a young man coach, since
I relate to the kids so well, but their
compliments fell on deaf ears.
I was too busy looking at Daniel playing around with his teammates.
I was too busy looking at a team

One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192-0149
(408) 924-3280 E-mall: SDAILYejmc.s(su.edu

Artiste Shill-min Lee, Steve Eosins

Steinhem: "You nothing. You personally erased any credibility any woman
might have had by parading around
like a bitch in heat. Before the rise of
feminism, men used to look at us and
say things like, ’Nice ass baby’ or ’A
woman’s place is barefoot and pregnant
in the kitchen.’ With the rise of feminism, we were able to stand up to men
in the face of oppression. You have
turned us back into a piece of meat for
men to devour at their whim.
"You tramp. Just like Leonardo
DiCaprio ruined Mr. Bad Example’s
hard work, you have made the last 30
life
worthless.
of my
years
Congratulations, Judas Conger."
It’s sad when the work of people
such as Tim Crews, a Red Bluff journalist who went to jail rather than
reveal his sources to prosecutors, or
David Sommers, the Sacramento State
Hornet editor who was willing to go to
jail for not revealing his sources, is
trampled upon by people with celebrity
status.
Fifteen minutes of fame does not
give Leo DiCaprio, or anyone else, the
right to undermine one of the cornerstones of American freedom.
If he wants to do something for the
environment, perhaps he should spend
less time trying to be a journalist and
more time trying to be an activist.
I hear there is a nice tree on Tower
Lawn he could hug.
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which could have fun because I volunteered my time so they could play soccer.
I was too busy having my sense of
worth changed forever.
As long as I can be a positive influence
in someone else’s life, it will be successful.
I am still going to try for a high-paying job, but there will be strings
attached.
The job will have to allow me somewhere down the line to take Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons’ off so I can teach,
mentor and provide soccer to 8 year olds.
I hope the three years I coached produced one person who is willing to volunteer and make a difference in people’s
lives.
If I have done that to just one individual, I can die and be content knowing
that I will live on through other people.
If I ever do become rich, I won’t waste
my money putting my names on buildhelp
ings. I will do what I truly love
other people in fields I have been successful in.
It could be in soccer. Or it could be
what lam doing right now, which is helping fellow journalists.
My crowning achievement at SJSU
isn’t being an executive editor of the
Spartan Daily or an intern at The San
Jose Mercury News.
It is knowing I have helped Mike
Osegueda and Christina Lucarotti be
better journalists and campus leaders.
It’s funny when you think about it.
When I leave SJSU, I am not going to
tell Mike and Christina to make sure
everyone knows who I am.
I am going to tell them to take my
strengths, hopes and dreams and use
them to be successful in their life.
That is what Cesar Chavez has done
for me and countless other Latinos. I will
take his courageous efforts and use them
to be a better individual.
I am not going to waste his efforts by
trying to name the Student Union after
him.
I think he would want the latter,
where thousands of his people became
better through his hard work and leadership.
I know I would.
I would rather stop a crying boy by
providing him an opportunity to have
fun than get a building named after me.
Jon Perez is the Spartan Daily
Production Editor ’Sir Lustalot"
appears Tuesdays.

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page
with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue or point of
view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become ,the property of the Spartan Daily and may be
edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions must contain the author’s name, address, phone number, signature and
major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at tie’
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Dental Hall Room 209, sent by fax t
(408) 924-3237, e-mail at SDAILY0jmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington Square,
San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the
views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or SJSU.
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SJSU Sport Club and Student
Health Center
Free nutrition counseling at a
$50 value. Talk to a graduate student in nutrition about all your
nutrition questions from 11:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. every Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday at the SJSU Sport
Club. For more information, call
Nancy Black at 924-6118.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass from 12:10 p.m. to
12:35 p.m. Monday through Friday
at the Campus Ministry Chapel, 300
S. 10th St. For more information,
call Father Barry at 938-1610.
Nutrition and Food Science
The latest body composition testing from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. in
Central Classroom Building, Room
221. It’s quick, painless and fun.
Cost is $5 for students and faculty.
For more information, call Sherry at
206-7599.
Chicano Commencement
Weekly meeting at 7 p.m. every
Tuesday in the Chicano Resource
Center. For more information, call
Celeste at 259-5630 or Alejandro at
971-7942.
SJSU Rugby Club
Practice from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
every Tuesday at South Campus.
For more information, call Terra
Perret at 924-7943.
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Leadership Development
Workshop Series
Public Speaking: Making It Work
for You from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Student Union, Almaden room.
From more information, call the
Student Life Center at 92.1-5950

Adapted Physical Activity Club
and Human Performance 258
Volunteer Opportunities Fair:
Meet over 25 community APA representatives and discuss volunteer
opportunities from 4 p.m. to 5:30
p.m. in Spartan Complex, SPX 89.
For more information, call Ramin
Naderi at 725-1553 or contact him
at rnaderiltremail.sjsuredu.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Chicken N’ Waffles made to
order at the International Food
Bazaar from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Seventh Street Plaza. For more
information, call Sheree Hoggro at
924-6915.
International Relations
Association
All majors are welcome to attend
the general weekly meeting at 10:30
a.m, in the Market Cafe. For more
information, call Eveyln Ramos at
291-0646.
Ice Skating Club of SJSU
Club meeting and adult skating
night at 7:30 p.m. at the Ice Center
of San Jose, located at 10th and
Alma streets. For more information,
call Sandra Schaad at (650) 9653624.
Culture Fusion
International Week Food Bazaar
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on SJSU
campus. For more information, call
Naho Marvyama at 924-8770.
College of Applied Sciences and
Arts
Physical therapy information
meeting from 3 p.m. to 3:45 p.m. in
MacQuarrie Hall, Room 222. For
more information, call Bonnie
Heckler at 924-2900.

Career Center
Employer presentation at
11:30 a.m, in the Student Union,
Guadalupe room. For more information, call the Career Resource
Center at 924-6031.
SJSU Society of Automotive
Engineers
PT cruiser introduction at 5 p.m.
in Sweeney Hall, Room 100. Will
include live video coverage of the
Detroit press conference. Form more
information, call Jeff Tobin at 2875854.
International Programs and
Student Services
Study and work abroad fair from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Seventh
Street Plaza. For more information,
call Robert Carotin at 924-5931.
International Programs and
Student Services
"Farewell My Concubine" from
China at 3 p.m. in Dudley Moorhead
Hall, Room 150. For more information, call Robert Carotin at 9245931.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions
for the pre -thesis shows frcin
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Science buildings.
Student galleries art receptions for
the pre -thesis shows from 6 p.m. to
8 p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Science building. For more information, call John or Jenny at 9244330.

Wednesday
Canterbury Community
SJ Spirit Gathering at 5:30 p.m.
in the Campus Inter Faith Center,
located at 300 S. 10th St. For more

information, call Roger Wharton at
451-9310
M.E.Ch.A.
Weekly meeting at 3 p.m. every
Wednesday in the Chicano Resource
Center. For more information, page
Miguel A. Rodriguez at 383-6475.
Chicano Commencement
Weekly meeting at 7 p.m. every
Wednesday in the Student Union,
Almaden room. For more information, call Celeste at 259-5630 or
Alejandro at 971-7942.
Nutrition and Food Science
The latest body composition testing from 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in
Central Classroom Building, Rooni
221. It’s quick, painless and fun.
Cost is $5 for students and faculty.
For more information. call Sherry at
206-7599.
Associated Students
A.S. Board meeting from 3 p.m.
to 5 p.m. in the Student Union, A.S.
Council of Chambers. For more
information, call Jennifer
Bordenave at 924-6240.
Career Center and International
Programs and Student Services
Careers abroad and international students as job applicants information from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
in Building F. For more information,
call the Career Resource Center at
924-6031 or Robert Carolin at 9245931
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions
for the pre -thesis shows from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Science buildings. For
more information, call John or
Jenny at 924-4330.

International Programs and
Student Services
"Farinelli" film from Belgium at
6 p.rn. in Dudley Moorhead Hall,
Room 164. For more information.
call Robert Carotin at 924-5931.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Lenten Longing Series Scripture
reflection for living the word from
5:15 p.m. to 6:45 p.m. at the
Campus Ministry Center, located at
300 S. 10th St. For more information, call Sister Marcia or Father
Bob at 938-1610.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Bible study "Acts of the Apostles"
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the downstairs of the Campus Ministry
Center. For more information, call
Father Bob Barry at 938-1610.

SJSU Counseling Services and
the SJSU Student Health Center
Newcomers are welcome to
attend the eating disorder support
group every Thursday from 3 p.m to
4 p.m. in the Administration building, Room 222. For more information, call Nancy Black at 924-6118.

Gay, Bisexual, Lesbian,
Transgendered Alliance
Weekly meeting at 5 p.m. in the
Student Union, Costanoan room.
For more information, call John
Heinickel at 924-7238.

Campus Crusade for Christ
Night Life from 8 p.m to 10 p.m.
Thursday nights in the Science
building, Room 164. For more information, call Jerry or Paul at 2977616.

A.S. Campus Recreation
Pre -trip meeting for the Castle
Rock hike and outdoor rock climbing trip at 5 p.m. in the Student
Union, Montalvo room. For more
information, call Matt McNamara at
924-6217.

SJSU Rugby Club
Practice from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
every Thursday at South Campus.
For more information, call Terra
Perret at 924-7943.

Lutheran Student Fellowship
Bible study of "Ultimate Power"
at 2 p.m. in the Student Union,
Montalvo room. For more information, call Tim Gerdes at 292-5404.

Artistes De Aztlan
Film screening: "Luminaries’ at
6 p.m. in the Student Union,
Umunhum room. For more information, call Mariela Miranda at 2587796.

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Chicken N’ Waffles made to
order at the International Food
Bazaar from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Seventh Street Plaza. For more
information, call Sheree Hoggro at
924-6915.

Sparta Guide ia provided free of charge to
students, faculty and staff. The deadline for
entries is noon, three daya before the desired
publication. date Entry forms are available In
the Spartan Gaily Office. Space restrictions
may require editing of submission., Entries
are printed in the order in which they are
rerrIved

Akbayan
General meeting at 3:30 p.m. to
5 p.m. in Boccardo Business Center,
Room 101. For more information.
call Akbayan at 534-1140.

0,110......wow

You can’t beat Spartan Bookstore,
for prices on these fine Apple products!
Educational Pricing
available only through
www.apple.com/education/store
and Spartan Bookstore.

PA*

A

Computer
Electronics

Uendor fair
See the latest and greatest in consumer
electronics! Come meet the representatives
from the following computer/electronics
manufacturers, and ask them questions about
all your favorite electronics!
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Come
visit us for
giveaways
and prizes!

Palm
Texas Instruments
Spartan Bookstore is your source
for what you need, when you need it.
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spartanahops.com

COME TO THE VENDOR FAIR!
When: April 11, 2000, 9am- 3pm
Where: In front of Spartan Bookstore
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Spartan Shops

San Jose State University
spartanshops.com
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SJSU water polo
has uphill battle
at upcoming
regional meet
Julian J. Ramos
CONTRIMITIA,,

RITER

The Spartans, hoping to
improve their place in the conference standings heading into the
regional qualifying tournament,
hit a bump in the road.
That bump was the Mountain
Pacific Sports Federation Women’s
Championships at the San Jose
State University Aquatic Center.
The seventh place finish gave
the Spartans an 18-14 record and
will determine their placement in
the regional qualifier.
"We wanted to stay higher iii
the conference standings)," coach
Lou Tully said. "We should have
been filth. It was disappointing."
The Spartans’ first opponent
was the University of Cal Bears
on Friday. Cal got out to a fast
start, scoring four goals in the
first period.
The Spartans were unable to
comeback, as they would lose the
game 6-4. Sophomore Neva West
scored two goals and teammates
Inna Fedoseyeva and Julie
Schmidt both scored one goal
each.
The Spartans bounced back
later that afternoon with a 9-8
win against Long Beach State. A
week earlier, the team had soundly defbated the 49ers at SJSU, but
this time, they had to go to overtime to come away with a victory.
"We had a very difficult game,"
Tully
"Lang Beach played

very well. Last week, we jumped
on them early. Today they weren’t
the same team."
Fedoseyeva led the team in
scoring with four goals and West
had three. Juniors Christy Taylor
and Cassie Rawdin had one goal
each.
"We feel comfortable with our
shooters," Tully said. "If they can
get in position, they can shoot
well. We have outstanding outside
shooters."
On Saturday, the Spartan,
began the day with it game

University of Hawaii Rainbow
Wahine 7-3 in the seventh place
game on Sunday. Two goals each
from Fedoseyeva and Neva West
lead the way on offense. Goalie
Melanie Nichols came away with
eight saves and Katie Haugen had
two.
The Rainbow Wahine came out
playing a physical game similar to
what Santa Barbara had done the
day before, but the Spartans were
able to stick to their game plan
and came away with a win.
"Instead of playing their game,

Julie Schmidt
blocks a pass
during
Saturday’s
game against
USC in the
2000
Mountain
Pacific Sports
Federation
Women’s
Water Polo
Championships , which
was hosted by
San Jose
State
University at
the Aquatic
Center. The
Spartans lost,
11-5, against
USC.

"We wanted to stay higher (in the conference standings). We should have
been fifth. It was disappointing"
Lou Tully
SJSU water polo coach
against I "Sr I’S(’ itoirperi out to
a big lead iii the nr-t tie! nut en
route to all 11-5 win Iii it ii .,.i
’C
mid game of the day
Santa Barbara. a 4-2 loss. tht
hffrod
to pl.t \
Spartans on
physical style The Gaucho, .am
out swinging ,,lhows and ’,L.\ in!!
rough.
"We had a -it nation in I he
Santa Barbara game where wc
played a very physical game."
Tully said. "We got out of our
game. It was an ugly grime
The Spartans’ counteratt a,k
sputtered as they Were drOVII IWO
a one on MO’ OlIPOSe by the
(;auchos.
"We didn’t put pn,ssure on the
cage on offense," Tully said. "We
played too far away from the
cage."
Executing their counterattack
elb,ctively, the Spartans beat the

we played our game," assistant
coach Matt Anderson said. "They
played how they are capable of
playing every time."
In the Regional Qualifying
Tournament, which is scheduled
for April 22 and 23 in Berkeley,
the Spartans will have to finish
among the top four teams to
qualify for the national tournament.
Among the teams at the regional tournament will be familiar
conterence opponents such as Cal,
Stir:third, hawaii, Pacific as well
as I IC Davis.
-The (Mountain Pacific( championships are a very good preparation for the regional tournanont ." Anderson said. "We should
do well against whoever we play,
whetlier a is Cal or Stanford. I
don’t think that we have totally
peaked

Rika Manabe /
Spartan Daily
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S.F. set to unveil its new landmark
sAN FBANcISCO tAPi With as yieN,. of San Francisco
Bay beyond the outfield wall, the
Giants’ Ill ,w Pacific. Bell Park is
being compared to the Sydney
Opera !louse in Australia.
"No other team has the site
that we’ve got. The views from the
upper deck are spectacular," said
team owner Peter Magowan,
whose $319 million stadium
makes its official debut Tuesday
when the t ;milts play host to the
Los Angeles Dodgers.
The park affords many fon
spectacular glimpse of the Sail
Francisco Bay Bridge and the
Oakland hills in the distance. But
one Giant great is much more
interested in what he’ll be able to
see on the field.
"Who cares about the yieNN ’
Let’s play ball," Willie NlaN.- thl
"This isn’t a condo, it’s :I
The 40,800-seat park, tIi hr
privately financed major learae
baseball stadium in :Is Nears. has
plenty of curiosities tor evtrvoie’
9 it brtio/.
to see. There’s a
sculpture of Mays it t stadium s
main entrance. a 26 -foot mitt
above the left -field bleachers and
an asymmetrical outfield wall
that may drive fielders crazy.
The 20,000-pound mitt, built of
fiberglass over a steel frame, is 36
times the size of the actual glove
a 1927 Rawlings from
which
it was modeled. It sits 518 feet
from home plate, reachable by
some of today’s power It
The four-fingered mitt was
designed by Gerard Howland, who
grew up playing cricket in
London. But he quickly learned
about the love ifrair between lit tie
kids and their baseball gloves,
and he turned that into the evil
turpiece of the stadium.
"I like all the icons of baseball,
and I thought of the glove. I don’t
know if anyone ever throws their
glove away," Howland says. "1
think it added a lot of warmth to
the stadium."
The new park has touches of
Wrigley Field, such as the hand operated scoreboard in right-center and the cozy playing surface -it has very little foul territory, and
front-row seats are just 48 feet
from home plate.
There’s a 25 -foot-high brick
wall in right field, which should
lead to wacky bounces, and five
portholes in that wall for passersby to watch the game for free. The
right -field foul pole is just 309 feet

Irmo home plate. Balls ha loidi
enough over the right -field wall
will land in a channel off San
Francisco It,
Begun in December 1997, it
was designed l I loK Sport and
resembles (h, three major league
park, that ,irchitect ural firm
Camden
designed in the 1990s
Yards um Haiti more, .Jacobs Field
in cleveland and Coors Field in
Denver
The one thing that has always

1

set San Francisco apart from
other major league cities is its
weather, which often is frosty on
SUIlliber
nights. At Candlestick
Park, players and fans dreaded
the cold winds that swirled
throughout the stadium.
It will prahably take a while for
fans to feel comfbrtable leaving
their parkas at home, but the forecast for Tuesday’s opener is downsunny and warm,
right balmy
with a high of 72 degrees.

SJSU INVST PROGRAM
International and National Voluntary Service Training

Applications Due Wednesday, April 12
Applications available at: Mosaic Multicultural Center / Sociology
Dept. / Student Life Center / Student Union information Center

ood bazaar
try something new
on your plate

yummy

burritos
scrumptious
piroshki
tasty
swedish
meatballs
iced

April 11th & 12th
7th Street Plaza
Starts at 10am

* Call 924-5761 for more information

STUDENT INTERN
TO THE PRESIDENT
The office of Student Interns
to the President is currently
recruiting student leadership
to work 10 hours per week.
Work as a liaison for SJSU
President Robert Caret by
attending student organization meetings, setting up student meetings with the
President, and forwarding student
concerns
to
the
President. Excellent verbal .1)
and written communications
skills need, computer literacy
highly desirable.
Flexible
hours,
$8.00
per
hour.
Applications are available and
should be submitted by April
21, 2000 by 5:00 pm in the
Student
Interns
to
the
President’s Office (TH 201E),
Office to the Assistant to the
President for Campus Climate
(1H108) or President’s Office
(TH206). Questions or more
information, call 924-2981.
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internationa
coffees
savory
fried chicken
great
affles

antalizing
peach cobbl
pizza
bhelpuri

Sample various flavors
anaimo

bars
egg rolls
led ric
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Fans applaud for Earthquakes goalkeeper Joe Cannon as he jumps into the crowd
after posting a shutout win against the MetroStars Saturday at Spartan Stadium.
Cannon is known for going into the crowd and giving away the game ball.

’Quakes rock
in debut win
Clarissa Aljentera

Saturday’s Score

DAILY ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

San Jose Earthquake Richard
Mulrooney put the ball in the
right spot twice and John Doyle
headed the ball into the goal
twice.
Both teams faced off at
Spartan Stadium Saturday, where
the Quakes emerged victorious in
a
2-0 win over the NY/NJ
MetroStars in the home opener.
The was team formerly known as
the Clash.
Mulrooney found Doyle standing several feet from the goal for
the Earthquakes first score.
"The last few weeks we’ve
worked on the free post kick,"
Mulrooney said.
"I find either Jimmy I (’onrad),
John (Doyle) or Mauricio ( Wright
and they know where to put the
ball, if! put it in the right spot in
the goal.," Mulrooney said.
And John Doyle did just that.
In the 21st minute of the game,
he received the corner kick assist
from Mulrooney on the right-hand
side of the goalie and headed the
ball in from several feet.
"It was a great ball across,
Doyle said. "I just got my head on
it. I’m happy to be out on the field

If you
have any
brains at all,
you’ll be aware
of the danger
of depression.

Y/NJ MetroStais
I. J. Earthquakes

2

and that’s why you play, for nights
like tonight."
The excitement in Doyle’s goal
was evident in his celebration.
Doyle, a childhood gymnast,
ran behind the goal with his fists
high in the air and proceeded to
do his trademark cartwheel down
the line toward the middle of the
field.
Ten minutes later. Mulrooney
combined with Doyle for another
goal, putting San Jose up 2-0.
This time Mulrooney found
Doyle on the left side of the field
and Doyle got the ball into the
same deep right pocket. Doyle
began his celebration run with his
fists high in the air but this time
went toward the stands, where
some friends of his had been car-

Earthquakes midfielder Richard Mulrooney competes for
the ball against MetroStars midfielder Orlando Perez during

rying an "Air Doyle" sign.
"My friend brought his sign
and I blanketed him and celebrated with them," said Doyle, who
was originally going to retire after
last season, but decided to stay
once Lothar Osiander came
aboard.
"This is probably the only time
I’ll be the leading goal scorer on
this team," Doyle said.
Osiander, the Quakes head
coach said a new assistant coach
had taught Mulrooney and Doyle
where to put the ball.
"We have a new assistant coach
who said to run to the post and
put his Wwzi hair on it," Osiander
said.
"After 16 years he ought to do
something right in the game,"
Osiander joked.
But Osiander hopes the team
will continue to do things right
and put their best effort into each
game.
"We put our heart, soul and
body into it until we bleed to

Wouldn’t It SUCK If You
Started Your Summer Vacation
With A Broken Down Car?
Tune-ups Starting At $3995
Lube, Oil and Filter Change $1895
Free Safety
Inspection with
any service.

493 S. First St.
3 blocks from

SJSU

death," said Osiander, recalling a
promise the team had made earlier in the season.
But the crowd of more than
20,000 was nice for the Germanborn coach who said the fans
should keep coming back to cheer
on the team.
"I hope they come back ....
They’ll see the same effort and
we’ll try to keep them coming,"
Osiander said.
The fans seemed not only vocal
about the Quakes, but especially
about Khodadad Azizi, who
recently signed with the Quakes.
Azizi had been the star player for

Ire), Await/ Sparta,. Daily
San Jose’s season -opening game Saturday at Spartan
Stadium. The Earthquakes beat the Stars 2-0.

the Iranian National Team.
Azizi took one shot on goal, but
that didn’t stop the crowd of
20,824 from chanting his name
and waving the Iranian flag.
"Azizi did well in the first half.
and in the second half, he was put
in places he needed to be,"
Osiander said.
Azizi, who was born in
Mashhad, Iran, signed with the
Earthquakes on March 8. This is
his first year on a Major League
Soccer team and made his debut
in the season-opener at Columbus
on March 25.
Osiander said even though it

riot to

looked as if Azizi was struggling
in the second half, he was going to
leave him in.
"Ill let Azizi suffer through this
one. He is getting better and better all the time," Osiander said.
The home crowd brought back
memories for Quakes goalie Joe
Cannon, who was a graduate of
Santa Clara University.
"I haven’t felt like this since
(my first game against) D.C. on
my first night. It’s a dream come
true," said the Los Altos native.
"Tonight there is a lot of blue
and people out to celebrate,"
Cannon said.
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For West Coast Hair Show
Sunday, April 30th
Monday, May 1st
San .1(im. kir Hirt 1)f mblet ree
2050 Gateway Pl.
Thurs. April 13, 7-9p.m.
Sat. April IS, I a.m.-noon
1 11111 (II

300 Almaden Blvd.
Thurs. April 20, 7-9p.m.
Sat. April 22. 10a.m.-noon
For more Info cell:
925-456-7789 or
800-323-6817 ext.514
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"Thanks is not enough. We never met her but we wish her a
Lifetime of happiness."
As an egg donor you can help do something go,k1 for others. If you’re
between the ages of 21 - 31, and would like to find out more about the
egg donation process, please call us. Compensation for your time and
commitment in this confidential process ranges from $4,000 to $4,500
per donation.
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continued from pagel
four near the end of the line let out
shrieks upon finding out they were
within the 1,000-person limit.
The four Sara West, Nasim
Keihani, Megan McGoldrick and
Anthony Lavelle made nearly a
four hour journey from Pleasant
Hill to arrive at Fort Mason at 6:45
a.m.
"We

Seba5lurri
/

Sparlarillad

Oz

Factory."
I’m sure the judges had their
eyes on potential Charlies while
continued from pogel
they quickly found ways to dissuch as Portland, Los Angeles and pose of the Augustus Gloomps in
Chicago for what MTV deemed the same way Wonka toyed with
their "16th and 17th minutes of his contestants.
I may have been an Augustus
fame," I still didn’t want to be a
Gloomp, but unlike the rest of
When I got inside and wit- those like me, I didn’t care.
I half-heartedly answered
nessed the MTV atmosphere in
full effect, my stance still didn’t their questions about "what my
budge -- I had no interest in favorite video was" by replying
"anything with Mariah Carey"
becoming a VJ.
By the time I got to the fourth
When I heard MTV’s resident
page of the monotonous questions
use that
turntable wizard I
most of which were repeated
term loosely DJ Skribble yell
I started scribbling whatever
out countless times, "Who wants
to be a VJ?" you sure wouldn’t see came to mind.
the
at
When I neared the end of the
or
holler
me raise my hand
top of my lungs along with the questionnaire process, I was
already exhausted, and I didn’t
others waiting in line.
Maybe it was because I didn’t even have to wait in line for
believe this gimmick of MTV upwards of six hours like some of
reaching out to the masses. Being the others.
Then, I sat in the makeup
the skeptic I am, I saw it as an
Orwellian ploy used by MTV to chair and let them put something
tune the minds of the into think- on my face before being ushered
over to a spot where I would hold
ing they actually had a chance.
I wasn’t as tuned into the same their precious microphone and
station as the other, energetic smile for their camera.
Next, I came to the fun part,
young people.
One of the first contestants to the on-camera interview.
Again, I sat in their chair and
complete the on-camera interview
portion of the audition told me told them why I thought I would
she was happy to have made it to be a good VJ sometimes you
have to play the game. They
the second interview.
But she warned me, "they don’t asked me how it was standing in
want you to know about it."
line. I answered that it wasn’t bad
According to the MTV people, because I got to cut through all
this supposed second interview the stations and never really had
didn’t exist because everybody got to wait.
Stepping into role of a VJ, they
the same two minutes to shine
and there was no additional made me read a cue card while I
weeding out of potential VJs.
pretended to be excited about a
When I made my way into a Destiny’s Child video I hacrnever
room filled with cameras and seen in my life and a song that got
hopeful contestants, I saw a few on my nerves.
people who stayed behind, leanI stepped down from the chair,
ing against a side wall while secu- the MTV people did their job and
rity quickly ushered out the rest they told me how well I did and
after their int,rviews.
tried to brighten my hopes by sayA media it ions person told ing "I had a good voice" and then
me the 10 stations visible were asked if I had any background in
the only interviews that were tak- television or radio.
ing place, but I heard ramblings
I mumbled something and left,
behind curtains and further into but not before they reminded me
the room.
to stick around to watch pop star
Not that I was one to cry Ibul Aidiyah perform live.
So, I picked up my things and
remember, I didn’t want to be a
saw myself out. I looked in front
I was pleased that MTV was of me and saw a sea of people who
generous enough to share with thought they were going to be the
me one of their coveted "golden next Carson Daly or Thalia. I
tickets" in their little charade stopped and chuckled to myself.
that was remin i.nt of "Willy
Guess what? I still don’t want
Wonka and tie Chocolate to be an MTV VJ.
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thought we got here too
late," West said, adding they had
traveled on BART, the Municipal
Railway System, a bus and a car
before finally arriving for their VJ
opportunity.
Their strategy, according to
West, was simple: to be themselves.
Path, who would have been in
his English Folklore class, agreed,
saying his plan was the similar.
"I’m just going to be myself and
hope that I’m the one they’re going
to pick," Path said, as he stood at
the head of the line, about to enter
MTV’s extravaganza.
Making his way into the fenced
off area, Path was confronted with
more waiting in line three stations of them to prepare him for
his moment of fame.
"It’s not tedious, it’s just part of
the waiting process," said Path,
upon making his way into the first
line at 8:35 a.m.
Another SJSU student, Tony
Chargois, was also waiting in line,
only a few spots ahead of Path.
Chargois, a computer science
major, had also missed his class to
try and dazzle to MTV.
"I got just as good of a chance as
anybody else here," Chargois said.
"I’ll just come as me and do what I
do."
At the second station, both
Chargois and Path picked up a
four-page questionnaire along with
release forms.
"Basically they just have people
filling out forms to see who can do
the job," Chargois said.
After an hour of answering
questions in the brisk waterfront
air, both of the students were ready
to move on in the audition process.
but for different remions.
"It was fun after the first five
minutes, but after three or four
hours, I just want to go home and
sleep," Path said at 9:45 a.m.
Chargois, on the other hand,
was ready for his turn.
"I’m ready to do this," Chargois
said. "I’m done with all the papers,
even though my fingers are cold."
Ati the two advanced into the
third and final section of lines, the
sun began to shine and the MTV
attitude overtook the area.
DJ Skribble, who spins on
MTV’s "Global Groove," took his
position in front of two Technic
turntables while MTV cameras cir canoed, getting the crowd more
involved throughout their wait.
As the sun rose, so did the
Path’s spirits.
"It’s warmer now," Path said.
"Being on camera keeps you alert."

SFSU DOWNTOWN CENTER
425 Market Street ar Fremont Street
11/2 block from Fmbercadero 6ART/Mund

Lett, Mia Neat puts
on makeup while
waiting in line for
MTV’s 3rd Annual VJ
Search Monday at
the Fort Mason
Center in San
Francisco.
Above, MTV VJ
Dave Holmes, along
with Carlos Bonilla
and Tony Chargois,
record a Total
Request Live teaser
while waiting in line
Monday.
photos by
Sebastian Widmann /
Spartan Daily
As inore and more people made
their way into the liiehoose that
served as rkfr\-, ideal:ming hied dies, the pace id t ii. day picked up.
Soon Path
’hargois started
to live the actual VJ experience
with slop:- at the makeup booth
and Pol.a.rid pictures wit h an
MTV noel dH
at hand.
At 1? 2!, p m . Path was on the

brink ni hi., (lest iriatiiii - the two annum, omeamera interview.
:tarving, tired, aggravated.
yet x cit
Path said before going
in Inuit of. the MTV cameras.
later,
Path
Ten
minutes
enierged with new-Mund exeitp,
moot.
"I wasn’t shaky until I got up
there’, Path said. "I did what I had
to do though."
Path was asked quest ions per
tattling to why he wanted to he a
V.,1 and, like the other hopefuls.
introduced a video while reading
off MTV’s cue cards
Path said his chances depended
on whether the judges truly were
looking for a representative from
the general public.
"I was just
to represent the
average, ordinary Joe. If they want
someone to represent the people.

LOW
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!AIRFARES"
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Europe Africa Asia South America
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w

isited as the runner-up in 1998, the
I’m the one," he said.
A few minutes later, Chargois first year of the competition said
also exited and felt his day was the contestants will have more
productive, regardless if he won or opportunities outside of strictly
being a VJ.
not.
"A lot of these people are going
"If I win, it was worth whatevi
to be looked at for some of our
er- ’hargois said. "It was fun getting alit bore with these people and .other positions," Holmes said.
"I’m just lucky I don’t have to be
get t rig MA/ay from school."
a judge’," Holmes said. I don’t want
Wind her virtoriou’S or not, Dave
11,,Inws -- a current V.1 who fin - to break any hearts."

Daily
ROSS WORD
ACROSS
I
5
9
13
15

Clock sound
Asian nanny
Bastes
Wing X
Passport
companion
16 Verve
17 Pack animal
18 Actor Shard
19 Ford or Lincoln
20 He’s a doll
21 Hockey’s Gordie
23 Dampness
result
25 Commanded
26 More intimate
27 Took for granted
30 Buddhist
practice
31 Very very
32 Nursery item
37 Gloomy
38 Swerves
40 Arrived
41 Uninformed
43 What early bads
catch
44 GI’s address
45 Schedules
47 Forceful written
assaults
50 Realty offerings
51 More
sluggish
52 Marshal Dillon
53 Portable
bed
56 Algerian
seaport
57 Dr
Frankenstein’s
helper
59 Period
61 Waterless
62 Kind of lens
63 Lariat
64 Chatty bird
65 Ages
66 Radiate

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

011110010 DOOM 0000
0001101 MODO 0111M0
100000 MOM IDIMUO
0001000010 0110001303
MERRI 0011110M01
=MOM IIIMOO
=OD 00E101 MI1M010
1000MM00 OMMOIMO0
MINGIMM MOO OMMM
MODM 014001001
001161000 00011
ILJEMOMD00010
0000 OM00 IMMO
MOM MOMM 0000111
000111 010010 01000111
.1) I999, Lindell Feature Syndlcale

DOWN
1 Magazine that
debuted in
August 1999
2 Not busy
3 Related group
4 Kipling novel
5 Swore
6 Wordless
performer
7 Outer -- mouse
8 Inoffensive
9 Zoo favorites
10 Avoid capture
It Sprinkle
12 Blizzard maker
14 Caribbean’s
Islands
22 Poem by
Shelley
24 Charged
particles
25 Donkey
26 Russian ruler
27 V( lkswagen kin
28 trudge
29 Amaze

32 Wager
33 Saints’ pictures
34 Precious
ointment
35
Bovary
36 " of the
D’Urbervilles"
38 Evaporate
39 Adam’s
grandson
42 Great review
43 Moister
45 Frightens
46 Fetched
47 "Excuse me!"
48 One more

time

49 Ronstadt or
Evans
51 Good din
52 Harvest
53 Fuel
54 Numerical
prefix
55 Melt
58 Gunk
60 Porker

MIMI
MINIM MINIM
=MOM MO ME
MUM= MINIM MN=
MUM MMEM MUNE=
MOM MEM

IT’S YOUR WORLD 1XPLOR/ II

for a fret

Nine sessions are scheduled with varying dates, lengths and
deadlines, the first session starts at the end of May, the last session
ends late August
SISU CAMPUS
1600 Holloway Ave Admen 15.3
host south of Stonestown Werra I

State

VJ

Mike
Osegueda,
Spartan
Daily sports
editor, does
his on -camera interview
in MTV’s
’Wanna Be
A VJ 3."
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PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guerantee Implied. The
classified calorie* of the Spostesi
Daly consist of paid admitising
and offerkgs are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General

CHILD TUTOR WANTED:
Part-time flexible hours to fit your
schedule. Tutoring a 3 year old.
preschool gal. Good Pay. Bilingual
in Chinese/English. Please call
408/941-0808 Ext. 272.
ADMIN NEEDED Small promotion
al products co in Campbell needs
well organized reliable person to
work 20-30 hours/week in admin
& shipping/receiving. Flexible
hours/days. $11/hr. Fax resume to
4088660749 or cal 408866-7000.

AMNON ASSIST positron available
immediately. 2 1/2 days a week.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Additional hours available for trainPart-time. Flexible Hours.
ing and summer. Want to Learn
Great for Students!
the business? Will train reliable Serving Downtown SanJose.
person with good basic computer,
Inner City Express.
phone and people skills. Walk to 22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
campus. Hourly pay depends on
expenence. 408.292-5174.
MAINTENANCE/DRIVOI/HANDY
PERSON: P/T or Fff for residential
PAPA JOHN’S PIZZA
properties in downtown area.
Delivery Dnvers Needed, Hourly
Experience in plumbing, painting,
Wage and Tips, Flexible Hours.
general maintenance. Energetic,
San Jose, 1360 The Alameda.
dependable. flexible. Call 282-1505.
(408) 9717272.
Food Service/Espresso Bar/Host
SWIM COACH -Almaden Valley FT & PT avail. Busy restaurant in
Cabana Team. May -July. WS’ S’vale. All shifts (am’s preferred)
Flex hrs. $9.25.$9.75 to start.
required. Call Carol 997-0214.
Call Wendy: 7339331 or 7339446
CUSTOMER SERVICE LEAD
position: Los Gatos private health SALES/MARKETING Immediate
club is looking for enthusiastic. postions available. P/T evenings.
responsible, dependable team Must have strong computer skills
leader. Excellent phone skins and and an excellent telephone percustomer service experience sonality. Apply at AVAC Swim
required. Evening/weekend lead School, 5400 Camden Ave. Si,
position available. $10/hour and 95124. 408/267-4032.
club usage privileges. Contact
Michele. 393-7111. ext. 205.
CASHIER, 5 blocks front campus.
16-20 hrs per week. Train-$7/hr.
Solo-$8/hr. Must be 21. Call Ike
EARN S10+ PER HOUR.
Need fun outgoing people.
@ 297-4411 after 4pm. Apply
FT & PT avail. Flexible hours.
Kelly’s. 498 N. 4th St.
Mgmt. positions. Will train.
RUN MY BUSINESS
Call QLP 408-313-3354.
Looking for success driven individCAMPUS INSURANCE SERVICE uals to take over multimillion
is seeking a part-time clerical dollar expansion. Want to show
person. The duties will include 3- 5 entrepreneurial minded selfheavy filing and working with the starters exactly what it takes to
mail. No typing skills are required. make it. 408-483-2573.
A good command of the English
ENTERTAINERS
language, both written & oral is
WANTED
required. Hours are lpm -5pm.
Make 5$ At Parties!
Mon-Fri & every other Saturday
$7per
hour.
If
gam-2pm.
from
Bay Area DJ/Event company needs
interested call Dam, 408296.5270
Fun & Energetic people for P/T
work as DJ’s & MC’s at parties.
to set up an interview.
Training provided. No Exp. Nec.
Up to $20/hour.
TUTORS NEEDED for children w/
Call FEET FIRST
Autism. P/T am & afternoon hrs.
(408) 5731700
available. $14/hr. 408-937-9580.
MUSIC VILLAGE
Musical Instrument Store Now
Has Openings. Afternoon & Eve.
Call...408/377 2504

HOTEL DE ANZA seeks F/T Sales
Mgr, Front Desk Agent & Bellman.
Apply @ 233 W. Santa Clara St. or
Fax resume to 408-286-2087.

LOVE KIDS... LIKE TO SWIM?
How hiring caring teachers. Expen
ence is a plus. No experience?
We will train you. Sprung/summer
swim lessons. AM/PM positions
available. Apply at AVAC, 5400
Camden Ave. Si. 408/267-4032.
ADMIN ASSIST. Small consulting Now interviewing!!! Call today!!!
services co. in Downtown Si
seeks a F/T person w/excel TUTOR WANTED to help prepare
phone skills, PC skills, admin underachieving secondary students
experience. HR or high-tech back- for college. AVID program. 2-12
ground a plus. Fax resume to: hr/wk. $7.$18/hour. Locations in
Cindy 408/298-9701.
schools throughout county.
Contact Zach, 831/479-5317,
CAREERS ABROAD WORKSHOP goseph@santacruz.k12.ca.us
4/13. Career Ctr. Bldg. F, 12-2pm
Meet employment experts. 4-5931
TELLER/BRANCH ASSOCIATE
30 hours per week
M-F 12:30 to 6:30
MORNING DEUVERY PERSON*
Location: PaloAlto
START NOW $7.00/HR
Work 7am to 9am on school days
Alliance Federal Credit Union,
delivering The Spartan Daily to
3315 Almaden Expressway,
stands on campus and recycling
Suite 55, San Jose CA 95118.
Fax: (408) 979-0842
any papers from the previous day.
Madarealliancefcu.org EOE
Prefer someone who can work
now & also next Fall semester.
MUST BE: .Dependable .Energetic WANT TO HAVE FUN IN THE SUN
Able to lift bundles of newspapers. while working with kids? Summer
*Hare CDL & clean DMV printout Camp Leader & Director positions
APPLY: The Spartan Daily, in available in South San Jose. Call
Dwight Bentel Hall, Rm 203 or 209. 408.226.9622 x21, ask for Nancy
Ask for Kathy or Carol.
at South Valley Family YMCA.
THE SOUTHWEST YMCA in
Saratoga is looking for fun.
energetic, and enthusiastic people
to work as day camp leaders/
directors this summer. For more
info call 408.370-1877 art 33.

JOIN OUR TEAM
Opportunities For Employment.
The Salvation Army
702 W. Taylor St. 408-298,7600
NATIVE FLUENT SPEAKERS in
English. Part-time teaching. Will
train. Apply in person 1475 So.
Bascom Ave. Ste. 212. Phone
408/377.9513.
SEVERAL POSITIONS AVAILABLE
at the Northwest YMCA.
Courtesy Counter Attendant
Membership Representative
Tumbling Instructor
Skateboard Supervisor
Kids Corner Staff
We are looking for individuals with
excellent customer service skills,
enjoy working with people. friendly
personality, organized. Please fax
your resume to 408.2576948 or
come by to complete an application
at 20803 Alves Dr., Cupertino.
Please call Jennifer, 408257.7160.

WAREHOUSE POSITION
AVAILABLE MONDAY - FRIDAY
Part/Full Time 10am. to 7pm.
Detail Onented Order Puller
$7.00 Per Hour
ailicak for a company that
truly appreciates its staff.
Apply in person.
Monday- Fnday 8am. to 5pm.
1404 S. 7th St. San Jose
Corner of 7th & Alma.
ATHLETIC ATTITUDE
Drive, Determination, Dedication,
Discipline. Athletes obtain
success with these. The business
world isn’t any different. Looking
to clone our success with new
prospects. Interest in health 8,
fitness a plus. 4084832573.

FAX: 408-924-3282
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
Now hiring for part time positions.
We offer:
Flexible schedules. day or evening.
a great environment with
excellent benefits.
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED"
VVe have oven training program!!
We are looking for neat. bnght. &
energetic pee* in the folaving areas:
Food Server 120 or older please),
Hostess, Busser. & Kitchen Help.
Apply in person
2pm to 4prn. Mon. thru Fn.
51 N. San Pedro, San Jose.
ATTENTION: 515U STUDENTS
PART-TIME WORK w/flex hours
IDEAL FOR STUDENTS
Internships possible
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at 13.25 base appt.
Gain valuable expenence in
customer service and sales
No expenence necessary
Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
CALL 615-1500 llam 4pm
NAW4 workforstudents com/stsu
For Part -Time and
Full-Tlme Positions. call
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
Fast placement, no fees
Office lobs in local companies
Students/grads/career change
Temp/Tempt:A-fire/Direct Hire
San Jose to San Mateo
Phone: (650) 325-1133
Fax: (650) 325-3639
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com

GREAT RECREATION JOBS
At Los Gatos -Saratoga Rec. Dept.
SUMMER AQUATICS:
Pool Mgr, Asst. Pool mgr.. Water
Safety Instructors, Lifeguards.
Pay range: $6.92-$14.20/hr.
Call Laurie at 354-8700x224.
SUMER DAY CAMP LEADERS
F/T, must be available Mon.-Fri.
8:30am.5:30pm. No ECE units req.
Pay range: $5.78412.27/hr.
Call Janet 354-8700x223.
(Leaders hired for the summer have
the opportunity to work P/T from 26pm, dunng the school year in our
Afterschool Enrichment program.)
POSITIONS OPEN NOW
FOR LEADERS
Afterschool Elem. School -Age
Child Care Recreation/Ennchment
Program. Exc. sal. no ECE units red
Call Janet 354-8700x223.

SECURITY- ACUFACTS INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students! F/T or P/T. All
Shifts. Security Officers, Mobile
Patrol Officers. Top Pay With Many
Benefits! Call 408.286 5880 or
apply in person, 7am to 7ern. 7 days
a week. 555D Mendan Ave. Si.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
We are looking for students to
teach dnving full/part time.
Will train. Must be 21. 510.00
to start, Call 363-4182.
PSYCHOLOGY & OTHER Mailers:
HOPE Rehabilitation Services.
a non-profit agency which offers a
variety of quality services for individuals who have developmental
disabilities, has part & full time
employment opportunities.
If you are interested in living
with a developmentally disabled
individual in exchange for rent: or
assisting someone during the
week with daily living skills such
as grocery shopping ($10/hr) call
Shannon at 408/2820410.
If you would like information
about the FT. benefited positions
of job coach and instructor (day
activity, work activity or senior
center program) or PT substitute
positions in various programs
($9/hr) call Valerie in HR at
408/748-2890.
We have flexibility to work
around a student schedule for the
PT work & are located close to
SJSU. FT positions come with
excellent benefits. This is a good
opportunity to get practical experience in the field & work with a
great group of clients 8, staff. All
majors welcome.
EGG DONORS NEEDED
Make a dream come true be an
egg donor. All Ethnicares Welcome.
Ages 21.30. Excellent Health.
Generous Compensation.
Convenient SF Clinic.
18037342015 or pfpc@pfmc.com
Pacific Fertility Parenting Center

HELP WANTED! If you enjoy
eating ice cream & dnnking coffee
and getting paid for it. Freddie’s
Ice Cream and Desserts is the
place for you. Freddie’s is located
in Naglee Park at E. San Carlos
St. at So. 11th St. Freddie is lookLAW OFFICE NEEDS P/T HELP
ing for qualified people to smile,
Reception I Th 82
scoop, brew, create and on occaFile Clerk M F 2 5 or 3-5
File Clerk M-F 8.10 or 8-11
sion, when no one else is looking,
intelligence
looking
for
lick. Freddie’s is a great part-time
We are
job, with flexible hours, a great
and enthusiasm.
manager, and a fun atmosphere.
No expenence necessary.
Flexible hours during finals & brealxs. If you are interested in working
here. call 293.5061 and ask for
Call Janice1408) 292-5400.
Sharon. or pick up an application
ENTERTAINERS. Fun Science at the store or e-mail us at:
programs. Need reliable car & Freddieice@aol.com.
exper. w/kids. Excellent pay! Will
train. filed Soence408/2626437 UFEGUARD & Swim instructors
wanted. Fun Environment. Flexible
hours. No experience necessary.
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
Close to SJSU. People skills a
to get $S PAID $S
must. Monthly Lifeguard classes
to lose up to 30 lbs.
offered through June. Call Central
in the next 30 days.
YMCA (408) 298-1717x34 or visit
Natural. Guaranteed.
1717 The Alameda, San Jose.
Call 14081 7935256
TELEMARKETING Past/Full-7bn’
Newspaper Subscriptions. Hourly
bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5
blocks from SJSU. Near light rail.
Media Promotions 408-4940200.

CAPITOL FLEA MARKET now
hiring part time Wknds & or Thurs.
Flex hours. Advancement oppty.
Free movies. Apply in person
3630 Hillcap Ave. San Jose.

ATTENTION SPARTANS:
EARN 8250044500 playing tag,
fingerpainting & going to parks! Valet Parking Attendants Needed
We’re looking for experienced, Local valet company in search of
enthusiastic and hardworking
creative & energetic counselors.
individuals to work daytime and
Call 650-694 4650 for application.
evenings. PT/FT, weekdays and
VALET PARKERS Part-time, weekends available. We will work
evenings & weekends in Los around school schedule. Lots of
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be fun & earn between $8 $15/hour.
Call (408) 867.7275.
neat in appearance with good
customer service skills. Must be
able to drive a 5 speed and have RECEPTIONIST for upscale
a valid CDL. Immediate opening & Saratoga spa. Heavy phones
flexible schedules available. Earn & scheduling, some retail. Excep
$10 to $15 per hour. Please call tional customer service skills and
a commitment to excellence
408.356-7211. Golden Gate Valet
required. Competitive pay & gene
fits. PT/FT Harmonic European
RECEPTIONIST
Day Spa. Fax (408) 741,4901
We are looking for a part-time
receptionist. mornings, weekends. VAIN .eharmone.com
Call 3614182.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, SJ AREA
Clerical, Technical, Full Time
Call Minh 408/9426866 or email
resumes@reproonline.com

SECURITY
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
We will train you. Student Friendly.
F/T, P/T. Weekdays & Weekends.
Swing & Graveyard Shifts,
Flexible Schedule
408-247-4827
GROOMERS ASST/KENNEL HELP
needed for small, exclusive shop
and kennel. PT. Toes -Sat. Must be BARTENDERS FOOD SERVERS
reliable, honest, able to do physica RUNNERS BUSSERS HOSTS
No Experience Necessary,
work. Prefer cop working w/dogs,
but will train. Great oppty for dog Apply in person between 2 4.M F
CROCODILE CAFE
BABYSITTER - 13 month boy, in loved $6.50 hr. Can FAX resume to
Valley Fair Mall
San Jose. 10+ hrs/wk, flex hrs. 408/3770109 or Call 371-9115.
Experience. refs, own transport.
$1500
WEEKLY POTENTIAL
WANTED DRIVERS, F/T, P/T
Call Lisa @408/226-7097.
mailing our circulars. Free
Monday through Friday. good
THE PRINCETON REVIEW is schedules. Your vehicle with clean information. Call 202-452-5901
looking for talented individuals to DMV & acceptable insurance
teach our fun, effective SAT prepa coverage. If you like money.
ration courses. Earn $16/hour to independence & being around
start. Training starts soon. Call interesting people. call Gold Rush
Certain advertisements in
Express. 408292-7300. or visa
650-8430968.
these columns may refer the
us at 706 E. Gish Rd. San Jose
reader to specific telephone
Sr,
or
Randy.
Frank
or
YOUTH & FAMILY COORDINATOR: Ask for JR
for
numbers or add,
Afternoons/evenings & weekends For ’hustlers" the pay & benefits
information.
additional
dunng school year. full-time dunng can be surprisingly good.
Classified readers should be
summer. Work with youth and
reminded that, when inaldr(
families through programs and WANTED! PT & F1’ STAFF that
these further contacts, they
day camps in South San Jose. want to have fun working for the
should require complete
Call Nancy at SVF YMCA. (408) YMCA w/school age children. Good
Information before sending
pay, flexible hours, good benefits.
226-9622 x 21.
money
for goods or services.
Call 408.257-7160 ext 18.
In addition, readers should
HELP ME! I run two successful
carefully
Investigate aN finns
CAPTAIN
businesses, need help with one.
offering employment astiriga
If you have 10.15 hours a week Need strong ayes who know how
orcoupons
for discount
and could use an extra $1,000- to lead people. Get paid for what
vocations or merchandise.
$1,500/mo. I can use your help you’re worth. Serious inqs only
in recruitment & training. Call Call Deven @ 4082607599.
4084832573.

a

SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS
wanted. Fun environment, close to
SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Flex
hours Central YMCA 2981717x34.

DELUXE DRIVING SCHOOL INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed
needs insturctors. part or full time & Regular Class 18.60-511.52 hr.
Saratoga School Distnct.
in car or classroom. Good Pay.
Company car. Over 18. HS Grad. Cal 867-3424x504 for application
& information. Immediate Need.
Moral character. 408.971 7557
SOCIAL SERVICES Part time
(8-25hours/week) positions Mailable with youth serving agency.
Opportunities include gang prevention specialist, after school coordnator lot-risk middle school), data
entry and admin support. Bilingual
Spanish a plus. Salary $8 $12 an
hour. Resume and cover letter to
Girl Scouts of Santa Clara County Dept. MM, 1310 S. Bascom Ave..
San Jose, CA 95128 or E-mail:
personnel@girtscoutsofscc.org or
Fax (408) 287-8025. AA/EOE

SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
Preschool & School Age Asst,
Directors. Teachers and Aides.
PT dr FT with excellent benefits
Call 370-1877 x 29.

WORD PRO

TEACHER’S AIDE, After School
Child Care Program, 2-6pm. M.F.
Call Gardner Children’s Center PROFESSIONAL Word Proceed**
998-1343. Immediate openings. Theses. Term Papers, Resumes.
Child dev, rec, human performance
Group Projects. etc.
majors encouraged to apply. EOE
All formats, specializing in APA.
Micro/mini tape transcnption. Fax.
Experienced, dependable.
quick return.
SHARED HOUSING
Call Linda 408.264-4504.
ROOM FOR RENT. Quiet. safe
Campbell area location : 5 min dike
to campus, secunty-gatect garage
CAMPUS CWBS
avail.. in unit washer/dryer AC.
Rent Repeal*. Paul 490.2774, FREDDIE’S Ice Galant & Desserts
is on the corner of South 11th St.
& E. San Carlos (by the 7 11/

ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler. and
Pies/col Teaches and Aides. F/T &
P/T positions available Substitute
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but
not required for Aide positions. SPOID NUT SUM/SEM ABROAD!
Excellent oppportunity for Child Come 2 SJSU’s Study/Work
Development majors. Please call Abroad Fair. 4/11 7th St. Plaza.
CROCODILE CAFE
HAVE A CROC OF FUN! At the Cathy for interview at 244.1968 or
BE REXIBLE-SAVE $SS
Crocodile Cafe in Valley Fair Mall. fax resume to 248,7350.
Europe $249 (o/w + taxes)
Come join our talented team of
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE!!
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
hosts, food runners, bussers, and
K-8 school seeks responsible
Hawaii $129 (0/WI
servers. We’re always accepting
Mexico/Caribbean $209 (r/t + tag
applications. Please apply in individuals for extended daycare,
Call: 800-834-9192
person Monday,
-Thurday, 2- 5pm. P/T n the afternoon. No ECE units
yviwo.4cheapair.com
required. Previous experience with
2855 Stevens Creek Blvd.
children preferred. Please call
244.1968 x 16
EURORAIL PASS EXPERTS
COLLEGE ACHIEVERS!
ywnv.raildeals.com
Nat’), Mktg. Co. interviewing ambiGet tons of FREE stuff
tious individuals who are looking TEACHERS, AIDES and SUBS
with
kids?
2,500 discount offers, rail map &
for a people-onented career. Need NEEDED! Enjoy working
4 sharp people to help direct local Join the team at Small World timetable. Free night @ The Pink
expansion. Business & Liberal Schools and get great expenence Palace & more. 1-888-RAILPASS
or rallanis.com
Arts Majors encouraged to apply. working with kids ages 5 12.
Exceptional income potential. Call SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers
competitive pay, benefits for FT,
408,260-8200 to be considered.
excellent training. and a fun work
SERVICES
environment. F T and PT available. Call 408/2839200 ext. 21. PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
EMPLOYMENT
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS
Education/Schools
P/T Instructors Elem. Schools. levels welcome: Beginning,
PRESCHOOL TEACHER’S AIDE/ Degree / Credential NOT Required. Intermediate or Advanced. Leam
RECREATION LEADER II. Salary: Opportunity for teaching exp. Need any style: Jazz. Blues. Rock.
$11.46 to $13.94/hr benefits. Car. VM: (408) 287-4170 ext. 408. Fusion, Funk. Reggae. or Folk. Call
Position is 20 or 36 hrs/wk based ECE/ME
Bill at 408.298-6124.
on final candidate’s schedule. The
View
is
seeking
City of Mountain
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
INCREASE YOUR OPA,
an energetic, creative individual to Los Gatos -Saratoga Rec. Dept Number of Friends and Waistline!
fill a permanent P/T position of Elementary School Age Recreation
All possible at Freddie’s!
Preschool Teacher’s Aide/Rec. prog. P/T hrs. 2-6pm, M.F. A few
Leader II. This position will assist positions avail approx 7am-11am. INCOME TAX PREPARATION
teaching year-round preschool pro- XInt salary, no ECE units req. Student Rates. Next to Campus.
Call Deborah at 408-910-9490,
grams. Duties include: teaching. Call Janet 354-8700 x223.
drvservices@aol.com/evng/wknd
program planning, supervision of
recreation aides/volunteers. prep. DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS,
TEACHERS, & AIDES
WRITING HELP:
of facilities. setting up, taking
Highest quality writing, editing.
down program equipment & over- Thinking about a career working
ghostwriting.
Essays, application
High
the
use
of
with
children?
The
YMCA
of
Santa
the
facility.
seeing
statements, reports, etc.
school grad/equiv., plus 1 year Clara Valley is now hiring
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A at
recreation or preschool exp. Preschool Teachers & After-School
(510)601-9554 or
desired. Apply: City of Mountain Recreation Leaders for our Child
email bolick@pacbelimet
View; Employee Services Dept.: Care Centers throughout San Jose.
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
500 Castro St., Mtn. View. CA: Cupertino, Santa Clara, Los Gatos.
(MO) 9034310 or visit our web Saratoga, Campbell. Evergreen.
YOUR PERSONAUTY
site at: www.cl.mtnvIew.ca.us. Milpitas & Berryessa. Full & partPosition open until filled: applicants time positions avail. Hours flexible DETERMINES YOUR HAPPINESS.
Know why? Call for your free
are encourage to apply early. EOE around school. Fun staff teams.
great experience in working with personality test. The Scientology
Testing Center 800.2936463
CREATIVE BEGINNINGS Preschool children, career advancement,
has a partene openng fcran energebc and good training opportunities.
units
in
teacher who can work in our 4 & 5 Teachers require minimum 6
WANTED
was old dass from 2:30 to 6:00prn. ECE Educ. Rec, Psych, Soc, Phys
Good pay. Low race + benefits. EC.E Ed &/or other related fields. Please
units or experience preferred. Call call Beth Profio at 408291-8894 FREDDIE’S Ice Cream& Desserts
for information & locations or fax is on the corner of South 11th St.
559-3247 or Fax 559.3087.
& E. San Carlos (by the 7-111
your resume to 408-298-0143.
EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS
At EInght Honzons, we are seeking ONE WORLD Montessori School
HEALTH/BEAUTY
talented and caring child care is looking for an assistant to our
professionals to join our growing infant teacher. Must have 6 ECE
MEN & WOMEN
network of Family Centers. FT units. Fulltime ME, 8:30.5:30.
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Contact Lisa 7235140
opportunities with Infants
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
Preschool, S/A & Subs. We
or using chemicals. Let us
offer competitive salaries and an CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
permanently remove your
offers positions for:
excellent benefit package to
unwanted hair. Back- Chest Lip
include tuition reimbursement. Directors AssbLant Directors
Bikini - Chin -Tummy etc.
Teachers Teacher Aides
Join us in working with tomorrow’s
leaders at our state of the art FT & PT opportunities available Students & faculty receive 15%
facilities where children as well as working with infant/toddler. discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
made before 5/31/00.
careers flourish. Call Toll Free preschool & school age children.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
877-336.3596.
salary, excellent benefits package 621 E. Campbell Ave. #17, Crnbl.
www.brighthorizons .com
(408) 379-3500.
to FT 8, PT employees and an
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY enriching work environment. For
CONFIDENTIAL
positions avail at our centers in:
& LOVE CHILDREN??
FREE BIRTH CONTROL
San lose, Sunnyvale, Los Altos,
TOP PAY,
FOR WOMEN
Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino,
Immediate temp/perm
Includes pregnancy testing.
Morgan Hill & Redwood City
substitute positions as
HIV testing, pap smear testing,
GA14(8)3719900 or
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
emergency contraception.
far resumes to 14081371 7685
at After School Programs,
STD screening, physical exams,
email: renderson@cdicdc.org
Day Care Centers. Etc.
birth control pills. DepoProvera
For more info about CDI/CDC &
(408) 866-8550
shots, condoms. etc.
qualifications, call our 24 Hour
ABSOLUTELY
Jobline @ 1488-9-CDICDC. EOE
SUMMER JOBS
CONFIDENTIAL & FREE.
For Teachers 8, Aides
Available 7 days a week by
CREATIVE BEGINNINGS Preschool
Palo Alto School District is looking for FT/PT teachers. appointment. Ask for Dr. Nunez.
Child Development Centers.
408.9420980
Regular positions available.
Good pay and benefits. Low ratio.
www.NunearlD.corn
Call 559.3247 or FAX 559.3087.
Excellent pay. For Information,
call 650656-0876

IRAWL

RENTAL HOUSING
LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE?
www.housing101-net--Your move off campus!
if

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
CAMPUS INSURANCE SERiACE
Special Student Programs
Seeing SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
"Good Students" ’Educators"
"Engineers" "Scientists"
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
BEST RATES ON
AUTO INSURANCE
Free Phone Quotes
No Driver Refused
4x4’s
Accidents
Cancelled
Tickets
D.U.I.
S.R. Filing
Good Student Discount
Call us now
408-244-9100
8am 8pm Mon - Sat
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE
hafgee@aol.com
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
pen insurance agency
free auto registration
Instant SR. Filing
Good Student Discount
International Drivers Welcome
No Driver Refused
Lowest down payment
lowest monthly payment
as low as ,$25 monthly
r’rriailorminsurOaorcolii
Cal now 4063714316

ANNOUNCEMENTS
www.S1SPIRIT.org
Spintuality, Ritual. Community.
Meditation. Pastoral Counsel.
THE BROTHERHOOD of Evil
Mutants versus Freddie?
No Problem!
Golden West Student Dental Plan
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 3011 6(116
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-8O0-6553225.

GREEK MESSAGES
FREDDIE’S ICE CREAMS
ARE LOW FAT!
When compared to bacon)

OPPOWRINMES
FREDDIES CARROT CAKE
WILL IMPROVE
YOUR EYESIGHT,’

FOR SALE
CD/CDROM DUPUCATION 99C ea.
Hi Speed cassette copies $2 ea.
100 VHS T30 $3.75ea. 286.7033.
FREDDIE’S: Where all the ice
cream is low fat, all the people
are beautiful, and we only lie when
absolutely necessary!

DAIL’S? CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FOR NATioNAL/AGENcv RATES cAt.t. 408-924-3277
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

J[...1[-)11[-E-E-111[-UJUUJULJLILJULILIULICILLILIEJUILI
LILIEJLT-11-1LIJULILULILLIULIJUILLIJLILILILILILICILI
JULILJULVJULSJILIUDUCILILULICILILICILLILILLILL:1
LILILILILILIULILLIULILILIUJLIJULILE=Q[JULICIULILI
Nan,.

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
3 lines

One
Day
$S

Two
Days
$7

Three
Days
$9

Four
Days
$11

Five
Days
$13

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
20
40
50

FPLQIN.fici DOCOSETS:
consecutive issues receive 10% off
consecutive issues receive 20% off
consecutive issues receive 25% off

Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

rays Sun
Phone

Send check or money order to (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209
In Deadline 1000 am two weekdays before publication
IN All ads are prepaid In No refunds on cancelled ads
III Rates for consecutive publication dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (400)924-3277

Please check (
one classification:
Lost and Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Autos For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Oppodunhes

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health/Beauty
Sports/Thrills
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutoring
Word ProoSSION
Scholarships

STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.

SJSU

* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.

San

Photos
continued from page)

the exhibit of 50 pictures.
"The Filipino race has always
been the invisible race," said
Jocelyn de Leon, a junior in
industrial technology.
The Ben Luis Trio World
Commitment, featuring a fivestring bass, a keyboard and a
saxophone, provided smooth jazz
in the background.
"If you are of the Filipino
descent, you are more or less a
relative, even if you are [technically) not," said Barbara Hill.
whose mother was of Portuguese
descent.
"He (Alvarado) used to take
all my pictures," she said.
The Marzans were extremely
,close to the photographer who
took pictures of Hill’s communion, and her sister’s wedding,
and was close to her mother and
father when they were very
young.
Her communion picture is
part of the exhibit at the
Multicultural Center.
"He was always fun -loving,"
she added.
Guest speakers included
Janet Alvarado, the exhibit curator and daughter of the late
Ricardo Alvarado, as well as Pete
McHugh, Santa Clara County
Supervisor of District 3.
Lloyd Cuestra of KTVU TV,
and Margaret Lacson of KMTP

Jose

State

Ricardo Alvarado, born in
TV, were master and mistress of
ceremonies. Planned for later in 1914, had arrived in America in
the month is a poetry reading on 1928 as part of the first wave of
April 18 and a symposium on immigrants referred to as the
"manong" generation.
April 26, both at SJSU.
He made his living as a janiThe national tour of the exhibit is planned to begin in tor and houseboy until 1942,
September of 2002 and is spon- when he joined the infamous US.
sored by the Smithsonian Army First Filipino Infantry
Institution Traveling Services Regiment, where he served in
combat as, medical technician.
(SITES) department.
After his discharge at the end
Many were impressed by what
of the war, he worked as a cook at
they saw in the pictures.
"They’re beautiful," said the Letterman Arm Hospital at
the the San Francisco Presidio.
Evalle,
from
Ligaya
Alvarado’s passion was phoNorthside Community Center
which helped provide some of the tography as he took pictures in
"They’re
actual
pictures
of
and
around San Francisco, in
food.
areas urban and rural.
how things ( were)," she said.
By 1959, he married Norberta
Estella Habal, a lecturer in
Asian American Studies at Margallanes and his days as
were
photographer
SJSU, as well as one of the guest gypsy
speakers, enjoyed the expression through.
Alvarado died in 1976.
of freedom found in the pictures.
His daughter Janet then came
"You can see people celebrate
community !di.," she said about across the archive of more than
the period of the 1940s and 3,000 pictures in 1978.
It was not until 1996 that she
1950s following the end of World
War
II. "Laws
permitted went through all the rare photos,
Filipinos to have families, own counted them, then cataloged
homes and develop their own them by groups.
"This has been my full-time
communities."
that job," said Alvarado, a former
Supporting
claims
Filipinos are often invisible to bookkeeper, who said she had
general society, the 1950 U.S. spent the last year getting the
for
the
Cei1.-a. Ii -ti population totals exhibit
ready
it Chinese, Japanese
Smithsonian tour.
Minor adjustments in the
and Iii(11.in descent, while lumping all other non-white races into exhibit had to be made, she
said.
the category "other."
"Every part of the exhibit was
Census figures for the "other"
category made up 4 percent of thought out thoroughly," she
said, adding that a story had to
the ti)tal population in 1950.

Chairs
continued from pagel
courtyard area
without the aie-wlit
ly and hazardous mooring,- it the .1,1
set up.
Many of the tables are de,ualed with
umbrella fittings, but the umbrellas
t hat arrived from Hauser Indust ries of’
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada were too

short and had to be returned.
"They were a little over 5 feet high
and would have hit most of us right in
the eye." said Michelle Gendreau, food
service manager at Spartan Shops.
"We had to send them back.
the new ones, that are a lit( lc iivir six feet tall, will arrive soon,"
:lic said
Gendreau oversaw the planning,
ordering and installation of the new
outdoor seating that became a perma-

University

be told within a limited number
of pictures.
Many of the SJSU students
came to see the exhibit at the
encouragement of their professors, such as political science
major Randy Pagaduan.
"It’s really neat to see all the
pictures," said Pagaduan, whose
mother had immigrated to the
U.S. in 1965. She had been petitioned for admittance by her
aunt, he said. Once in the U.S.,
his mother already married to
his father had then petitioned
for his admittance.
"I appreciate (it)," said Placido
Rebolledo, another veteran from
the First Filipino Infantry
Regiment who had immigrated
to the US. nine years ago after
retiring from a career as a civil
engineer in the Philippines. "I
am impressed so much."
La Cuesta spoke of Filipinos’
roles in providing labor during
California’s rich agricultural
past. "We helped contribute
something to America," he said.
"It makes me ever prouder to say
that I am a Filipino-American."
McHugh greet the audience
with gusto.
"Mabuhay ang Pilipinas
long live the Philippines," he said
bringing laughs and smiles
among the crowd.
Dr. Jovina Navarro, of student
counseling services at SJSU, led
standing ovations for Rebolledo
and five other veterans.
The mood of the crowd was
momentarily silenced as Habal

nent part of the popular courtyard and
walkway over the break, bringing the
project in well ahead of the end -ofsemester target date.
The new outdoor seating cost about
$60,000, with around $10,000 of that
going to installation.
The cost was shared by three campus auxiliaries (non-profit corporations)
Spartan Shops. Associated
Students Inc., and Student Union Inc.
the folks who look after the Student

spoke of racial relations which
had prevented land ownership
by Filipinos and had prevented
racial inter-marrying.
The victory overseas and a
booming prosperity had helped
loosen the laws, she said.
"It’s about time," Platon said,
choking up with tears. It was
really weird feeling to know that
the pictures represented her
past, she said, adding that so little of it had been represented in
the history books
"Seeing things like this it
really touches me," she said.
Dan Gonzales, visiting professor from San Francisco State
University, was amazed.
"Every time I see the pictures
I see something new," he said.
Outside the lecture hall,
Patricia Schmidt, from the
Filipino American National
Historical Society, explained the
making of lumpia, a Filipino
favorite similar to a egg roll.
Schmidt, whose mother was a
second generation FilipinoAmerican and whose father was
born
and
raised
in the
and was part
Philippines
Scottish, French and Filipino,
expressed of her regret over having ignored her Filipino heritage.
"This (the exhibit) represents
my mother’s generation," she
said.
mother
Inside,
another
stepped onto the stage.
Janet Alvarado, keeping her
words short, had finished thanking all who helped along the way.

Union, Event Center and Aquatics
Center on behalf of students with
the university making up the difference.
Each partner chipped in $15,000
or 25 percent of the total cost of the
new outdoor furniture.
"The whole thing went smoothly and
everyone seems to like the new seating," Gendreau said.
Chemical engineering freshman
Sandra Canizales said the new look on

Get Smarter This Summer!
On Campus or Online
Short Sessions
Quick Credit
Graduate Sooner
Earn one unit
a week 3,
6, 9
or 12 -week sessions

YOU’RE NOT THE VALEDICTORIAN,

YOU’RE THE ONE

HE’LL END UP

WORKING FOR.
win $150,000

Classes start
May 30,
June 19,
July 10
and July 31

in

Garage.com’s Ultimate Student
Business Plan Competition
PLANeclu.

hltp://www garage corn/PLANedu

garagertcom
FREE SCHEDULES ON CAMPUS

San Jose State
UNIVERSITY
CONTINUING EDUCATION

or
Call 408-924-2630
E-mail info@cemail.sjsu.edu
Visit www.conted.sjsu.edu

Courses are open to all adults.
You do not have to already attend SJSU to participate.

a,

She then had paused to thank
one more.
"Wait a minute, mom," Janet
Alvarado said as her mother
reached for the mike.
After the presentation ended,
many of the audience stayed
behind to view the exhibit and to
enjoy each other’s company.
Tony Santa Ana, from the
Filipino Youth Coalition, looked
at the pictures as representing
something beyond being Filipino.
"It’s ... the immigrant experience," he said.
Noella Tabladillo, policy aide
to McHugh, said the younger
Alvarado had called last year
about setting up the exhibit.
"We don’t have a lot of history
of cultural events that mark the
Filipino community," she said.
McHugh mentioned the exhibit’s link to a past.
"This land is much theirs as
anyone else’s," he said.
There is a need for Filipino
involvement and for them to
share their values and hopefully
for an increasing’role in government, he added.
Hill thought of the senior
Alvarado’s love of fishing and of
his teaching her brother to fish.
"(He) taught me to eat sashimi (raw fish)," she said.
She remembered his boisterous laugh.
"It was infectious," she said.
His passion for pictures was
neverending.
"He never went anywhere
without his camera."

the courtyard is an improvement to
what was there before.
"But now they should start working
on the inside of the cafeteria.
Compared to other schools, our cafeteria is not presentable and it’s not
appealing," she said.
prefer to eat in the Market Place
Cafe because it’s cleaner and classier
and it just looks better. We should look
better because this is Silicon Valley,"
Canizales said.

